Common and segregated processing of observed actions in human SPL.
To clarify the functional organization of parietal cortex involved in action observation, we scanned subjects observing 3 widely different classes of actions: Manipulation with the hands, locomotion, and climbing. An effector-based organization predicts that parietal regions involved in the observation of climbing should not differ from those involved in observing manipulation and locomotion, opposite to the prediction of an organization based upon the action performed. Compared with individual controls, the observation of climbing evoked activity in dorsal superior parietal lobule (SPL), extending into precuneus and posterior cingulate sulcus. Observation of locomotion differentially activated similar regions less strongly. Observation of manipulation activated ventro-rostral SPL, including putative human AIP (phAIP). Using interaction testing and exclusive masking to directly compare the parietal regions involved in observing the 3 action classes, relative to the controls, revealed that the rostral part of dorsal SPL was specifically involved in observing climbing and phAIP in observing manipulation. Parietal regions common to observing all 3 action classes were restricted and likely reflected higher order visual processing of body posture and 3D structure from motion. These results support a functional organization of some parietal regions involved in action observation according to the type of action in the case of climbing and manipulation.